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How can we help you get prepared for transiting the 

Suez Canal or the Indian Ocean HRA? 

A member of our inhouse survey team will arrange to visit you and your crew, on our 

account, to discuss your cruise and current security arrangements. They will carry out a 

survey of your superyacht in order to make recommendations to improve the security. A 

safe room or citadel will be identified, and the yacht surveyed to ascertain the most suitable 

hardening measures.  

Our experts can also complete port/marina and route risk assessments to cover all parts of 

your cruise. HALCYON’s wealth of experience, flexibility and understanding of your needs 

ensures our service does not interrupt or impose. 

We can give helpful tips and suggestions on navigating the Suez Canal and HRA, whether 

its advice on safety procedures for the crew, or guidance on daily pattern of life in the area. 

They can talk you through the embark process, potential watch routines and SOPs, rules 

for the use of force and how best to de-escalate or repel any potential threats. 

Whilst onboard you and your crew’s safety are our priority. The Team Leader will have 24 

hr communication with HALCYON’S Operations team, where they will give daily intelligence 

and route assessment updates where required.  

 

 

 

On negotiating the Suez Canal:  



 
 

  
 

“The authorities at both ends of the canal can be very forceful in their 

approach to their duties and may take advantage of the crew, especially if it 

is the first voyage/transit for the vessel through the canal. 

“It is very easy for the crew to become overwhelmed by the authorities if not 

used to dealing with them. With  experienced HALCYON personnel onboard, 

to assist the crew with access control, they can regulate the flow of personnel 

and monitor their movement once on board, whilst instructing boat drivers 

to keep well away from the vessel once they had dropped their passengers 

off”  

 “The service/authorities boat drivers can be very aggressive in their quest 

for free cigarettes and have rammed the vessel’s hull causing damage. The 

security team installed a robust fender set up, around the pilot door and 

controlled access by means of ID checks, a gangway log and escorts”  

HALCYON Team Leader 

       

 

 

Introducing Halcyon Guard, Jamie 

Jamie a former Royal Marine is a highly qualified individual with an 
exemplary career of 9 years. Qualified in Ship Security with RYA certificates 
as a Coastal Skipper and Yacht master, he also has an advanced Powerboat 
Certificate and GPS, Radar and Diesel Engine Maintenance. He is an 
adaptable team player who remains calm when working under pressure and 
is used to operating in extreme environments. Jamie is an avid Climber and 
skier, holding a qualification in mountain rescue along with being a qualified 
Coxswain.  

Qualifications and training: 

• STCW 95 4 Modules 



 
 

  
 

• ENG 1 

• RYA National and Advanced Powerboat level 2 

• RYA Short Range Radio  

• RYA Coastal Skipper  

• RYA Yacht Master Offshore 

• GPS, Radar and Diesel Engine Maintenance 

• DBS Criminal Record check – clear 

• FPOSi Advanced Trauma Medical Training 

• PADI Advanced Open Water 

• Mountain Rescue – Advanced Climbing 

• SIA Close Protection Licence 

 

Our super yacht security staff are competent in the use of tender craft and a full array of 

water sports craft. Our staff have a multitude of skills, from mountain leaders and jungle 

expedition guides to dive masters, medical instructors and personal trainers. As such, our 

personnel will be a useful addition to your ship’s crew. Their diverse skillset can be tailored 

to enhance your cruise experience. 

Endorsement 

M/Y Talisman C made the transit from Malta to The Maldives which involved passing 

through the HRA and then returned through the same area from the Seychelles back to 

Malta a year later: 

“For both transits I opted to use the services of Halcyon Superyacht Security. 

From the Quotation stage through the final disembarkation of the security 

team Halcyon Superyacht Security were efficient, professional and easy to deal 

with making the process smooth. 

On both transits we had no “incidents” but the professionalism of the security 

team on board from their arrival, the drills and their obvious experience of 

dealing with these scenarios gave myself and the rest of the crew comfort and 

the feeling we were in safe hands. Another vital part of the process for me is 

the security team integrate well with the crew on Board. This they achieved 

with little effort and made the crew comfortable with the situation. 



 
 

  
 

I would highly recommend Halcyon Superyacht Security to any Yacht requiring 

the professional, well priced services of a security company for any transits 

through piracy waters”  

Captain  

Time on board 

“On an occasion we went ashore to help the tour guide plan a walking route 

for the clients. Some of the clients onboard were very active and each 

morning they would want to take a canoe or paddle board to an island, so 

they could go walk. For a leg of the transit, we had a tour guide onboard to 

help plan the client’s excursions. We went out earlier in the morning and 

helped plan for where the clients would go for their walk”       

“We initiated and planned vessel specific security drills through discussion 

with the Captain and officers and conducted rehearsals with the whole crew 

to iron out or change any areas highlighted for improvement”                                                                                                                                                 

HALCYON Team Member    

 

We believe in building long term relationships so that we develop a keen understanding 

of our clients’ specific requirements. Always at the end of the phone and able to provide 

objective, no obligation advice, Halcyon Superyacht Services believe that a collaborative 

approach builds peace of mind. 

Contact us on 01884 849 475 or email customerservices@halcyonyachtsecurity.com 
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